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Townsville is well known as one of the fastest growing urban centres in 
Queensland. Located in the city’s north is Mount Louisa, an idyllic semi-rural 
residential suburb. Like many other locales around the region, the suburb 
has seen rapid urban expansion in recent years – but a lack of necessary 
infrastructure has meant its water supplies have dwindled.

To address the issue, Townsville Council funded the construction of a potable water storage 
reservoir and commissioned local firm Townsville Engineering Industries (TEi) to build the 
structure with a premium quality BlueScope product.

The Mt Louisa reservoir is to hold 22½ mega litres, measure 52 metres in diameter and will 
be 12 metres high. The foundation is a structural concrete ring beam with road-base pad 
and asphalt seal.
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TEi has been operating for more than 45 years as an engineer and 
fabricator. As a jobbing factory, the company has produced trommels, 
conveyor systems and structural sections for clients in mining, 
construction, food manufacturing and agriculture. 

However according to TEi’s General Manager Richard Parker, the 
company takes pride in its expertise with heavy plate work, a forte 
which has been put to good use on a number of different successful 
reservoir construction projects over time – Mt Louisa being the most 
recent.

“We’ve made quite a few reservoirs over the years for Townsville City 
Council and become quite well known for being able to engineer and 
construct large water tanks. Three years ago we had huge success 
building a similar reservoir at nearby Mt Low. It was about half the 
diameter, but a similar sort of construction. Because of that project we 
were looked at favourably and ended up winning the Mt Louisa tender 
process,” Parker said.

As the project’s Principal, TEi’s scope of work included excavation, 
piping, civil construction, valve pits and steel tank construction.

Although the choice to go with BlueScope XLERPLATE® 350 steel on 
the Mt Louisa reservoir was a specification by the project’s designers, 
Parker said it made complete sense from an engineering standpoint. 

“BlueScope XLERPLATE® 350 steel has advantages both in terms of 
construction and service life. We’ve found it to be highly formable, 
malleable and weldable. You can bend, set it, then form it into shape. 
We can dog it into position very easily,” he said.

“With the correct surface protection and cathodic protection the 
durable material’s going to have a very long life. I believe the other 
option would’ve been to go with concrete for the tank’s construction, 
but that would have been a slower, much more difficult build. 
Concrete would have given the structure a shorter life and there’d be 
uncertainty in joins between pours.”

TEi’s working relationship with BlueScope Distribution as a supplier 
further bolstered its confidence in the use of XLERPLATE® steel for the 
project.

“We negotiated very good terms with them, which was important on 
this job. We don’t get paid until things are fixed on site, so the longer 
terms they agreed to were an advantage,” Parker said.

“We’ve been buying steel from BlueScope Distribution for many years 
and throughout that time they’ve looked after us as customers very 
well. Our account manager is very approachable and comes to see us 
regularly and assist with any issues we might have.

“BlueScope Distribution sell Australian steel, so we know the quality 
is first grade. We’ve chosen them as a supplier because of the 
outstanding and consistent service they provide.”

BlueScope Distribution’s Townsville account manager Matt Spillane 
said the success of the Mt Louisa project was a testament to the 
historically strong relationship between BlueScope Distribution and 
TEi.

“The (Mt Louisa) reservoir project has been huge for both 
companies. It’s been a complex one, and there’s been a huge weight 
of expectation considering the resources it will provide to the 
surrounding township. We’re extremely pleased with the success TEi 
has had with BlueScope product,” Spillane said.

Although the project is nearing completion, there is plenty for TEi to 
be excited about in the near and long-term future. Townsville City 
Council has proposed a number of other different reservoir projects to 
keep development ahead of its ever-burgeoning population.

“There’s another reservoir set to go into development next financial 
year and the Council’s also green-lit a tank farm project commencing 
in 2020, where one tank will be built per year,” said Parker. “That 
means there’s going to be plenty more tenders to win and hopefully 
the opportunity to construct those tanks using a great Australian steel 
product.”

To contact Townsville Engineering Industries visit www.tei.com.au

BlueScope XLERPLATE® 350 steel has advantages 
both in terms of construction and service life.


